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Maximize enterprise networking and connectivity with tools and resources direct from Microsoft.

Set up and troubleshoot all facets of TCP/IP networking in Windows® 2000 with expertise from those who know the technology best—the Windows 2000 development team. This guide delivers essential architectural and implementation information for TCP/IP services and protocols, along with timesaving tools and utilities on CD-ROM. You get the expert guidance and resources you need to maximize enterprise connectivity—while minimizing maintenance and support costs. DISCOVER HOW TO: • Implement and troubleshoot the TCP/IP protocol suite • Use Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) service to automate address configuration for network clients • Implement Windows 2000 Domain Name System (DNS) service to translate domain names to IP addresses • Configure Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) for mixed network environments • Use Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) for private and secure network communications • Prioritize network traffic and maximize bandwidth with Quality of Service (QoS) • Manage network resources with Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) CD-ROM INCLUDES: Microsoft® Windows 2000 Server Resource Kit Supplement One, featuring complete eBook and hundreds of must-have tools, including: • Mibcc.exe—compiles Management Information Bases (MIB) for SNMP • Rassrvmon—monitors the remote access server activities on your server in greater detail than standard tools allow • Dhcploc.exe—locates DHCP servers on a network • Qtcp.exe—measures end–to–end network service quality • TCP/IP Remote Shell Service—provides a command-line shell or single command run service for remote users NOTE: This guide is also available as part of the full seven-volume Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Resource Kit (1-57231-805-8).
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Kivy: Interactive Applications in Python - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create responsive cross-platform UI/UX applications and games in Python using the open source Kivy library


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the power of Kivy to develop applications that run on all the major platforms
	
		Build user interfaces (UI) and control multi-touch events to improve the user...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Upgrading and Repairing PCs (5th Edition) (Complete Idiot's Guides)Alpha, 2002


	This is a book about maintaining the single most complex, unfathomable, and overhyped

	appliance you will ever own. Upgrading and maintaining your computer is a

	difficult and bewildering task, and yet you are the most qualified person to handle it.

	The main reason is because you are perhaps the only person you can trust entirely to...
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Windows Phone 7 Programming for Android and iOS DevelopersWrox Press, 2011

	Learn to develop for the new Windows Phone 7 platform


	With a special focus placed on the new Windows Phone 7 (WP7) design guidelines and technologies, this reference helps you extend your knowledge so that you can learn to develop for the new WP7 platform. The team of authors presents topic-by-topic comparisons between WP7...
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Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second Edition is your practical companion to developing rich, interactive web applications with Microsoft’s latest technology. This book tackles common problems and scenarios that on-the-job developers face every day by revealing code and detailed solutions. You’ll...
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Raw Foods BibleGuru Beant Press, 2007
The name on this book implies that it is strictly about food. It is not. There are many factors that contribute to health and disease. This book will explore three main categories of health: Nutrition, lifestyle, and the mind/body connection. Picture a three-legged stool. If one of the legs is shorter than the other two the stool will be off...
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Samsung Galaxy S5 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Explore Samsung's next generation Galaxy smartphone


	Do you want an easy-to-follow guide to everything your new Galaxy S5 smartphone can do? From the basics of texting and accessing the Internet to the most advanced features and new software apps, Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies makes the need for tech support...
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